The chiral p-wave order parameter in Sr2RuO4 would make it a special case amongst the unconventional superconductors. A consequence of this symmetry is the possible existence of superconducting domains of opposite chirality. At the boundary of such domains, the locally supressed condensate can produce an intrinsic Josephson junction. Here, we provide evidence of such junctions using mesoscopic rings, structured from Sr2RuO4 single crystals. Our order parameter simulations predict such rings to host stable domain walls across their arms. This is verified with transport experiments on loops, with a sharp transition at 1.5 K, which show distinct critical current oscillations with periodicity corresponding to the flux quantum. In contrast, loops with broadened transitions at around 3 K are void of such junctions and show standard Little-Parks oscillations. Our analysis demonstrates the junctions are of intrinsic origin and makes a compelling case for the existence of superconducting domains. seems probable, domains or edge currents have not been observed directly. Indications for their existence, however, have been found in transport experiments, which utilize Ru inclusions to form proximity junctions between Sr2RuO4 and a conventional s-wave superconductor [10, 11] . A complication in the physics of Sr2RuO4 is that breaking of the tetragonal crystal symmetry due to Ru inclusions or a uniaxial strain can induce a different superconducting state with an enhanced superconducting transition temperature ≈ 3 K [13, 14] . Recent experiments suggest that this so-called 3-K phase may exhibit a non-chiral state with a single-component order parameter [15, 16] . In this paper, we refer to the multicomponent phase with of around 1.5 K, associated with the pure bulk limit, as the "intrinsic phase" and the possible single-component phase, characterized by ≈ 3 K, as the "extrinsic phase".
Introduction
Sr2RuO4 stands out among the unconventional superconductors as one of the few materials with a chiral order parameter [1, 2] . The tetragonal crystal structure allows five unitary representations for a p-wave pairing symmetry [1, 3] . One of these is the chiral order parameter, of the form ± , which is strongly suggested by muon spin relaxation [4] and high-resolution polar Kerr effect measurements [5] . Very recently, nuclear magnetic resonance experiments demonstrated that the d-vector is not parallel to the c-axis and suggested possible chiral d-wave states [40, 41] . Such chiral states are attracting renewed attention due to the possibility of hosting Majorana bound states, which in turn are of interest for topological quantum computing [6, 7, 8] . A key property of the chiral state is its double degeneracy in the orbital degree of freedom, with important consequences such as the existence of superconducting domains of different chirality and a spontaneous edge current.
The major problem plaguing our understanding of Sr2RuO4 [9] is that, although the chiral state Another interesting aspect of a ChDW is that it can act as a Josephson junction [17] due to the local suppression of the order parameter, as schematically shown in Fig. 1a .
Here, we present results of transport measurements on mesoscopic rings of Sr2RuO4, prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) milling of single crystals. Homogeneous structures, characterized by a sharp transition at around the intrinsic of 1.5 K, show distinct critical current oscillations -similar to that of the classical DC superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), consisting of two artificially prepared Josephson junctions.
Despite the absence of conventional weak links, the interference pattern appears over the full temperature range below while maintaining its overall shape. In contrast, the SQUID oscillations are entirely absent in rings that are in the extrinsic phase. These systems behave as standard superconducting loops: they exhibit the conventional Little-Parks (LP) oscillations, which can only be observed near the resistive transition [19] . We also present calculations on the possible chiral-domain configurations for a p-wave superconducting ring, using the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) formalism. Experiments and calculations together make a convincing case for the existence of ChDWs in the intrinsic phase of Sr2RuO4.
Results
Basic transport properties of single crystal microrings. Single crystals of Sr2RuO4 were grown with the floating zone method [21] and structured into microrings using Ga-based FIB etching. The temperature-dependent resistance ( ) of both rings (presented in Figs. 2a and   b ), show sharp superconducting transitions similar to that of bulk Sr2RuO4. The apparent enhancement of the resistance just above in Fig. 2b could be attributed to changes in the current path [39] . The high quality of the sample is also evident by their particularly high residual resistivity ratio; RRR = (300 K)/ ( Within the domain wall the order parameter is reduced to about half of its original amplitude in the banks on each side, resulting in the formation of two parallel Josephson weak links.
While the suppressed order parameter is unfavourable in terms of the condensation energy, the formation of such ChDW is favoured by the second term of the free energy in the Supplementary Eq. (S11). Since the order parameter is suppressed at the sample edge, the second term gains importance with reducing sample size and may further enhance an inhomogeneous order-parameter state with a ChDW. The ChDW region extends over a length of the order of . As shown in Fig. 3b , the presence of a magnetic field along the ring axis makes the positions of the ChDWs shift away from the middle of the arms since one of the chiral components is favoured by the magnetic field. The ChDWs, however, remain in the arms of the ring due to the strong pinning by the restricted dimensions. Figure 3c shows the calculated chiral-domain configuration for Ring B, which also applies to Ring A at temperatures near . This is obtained by setting ( ) = 1.3 and ( ) = 3.6 (corresponding to ≈ 1.45 K for Ring A). As the arms of the ring are now considerably narrower on the scale of ( ) , the contribution of the edge regions dominates the configuration of the order parameter. As a consequence, it becomes energetically favourable for the two chiral components to coexist over the entire ring. This state also produces a pair of parallel weak links due to the suppression of the order parameter | |, which extend over the arms of the rings. Fig. 3d shows − (− ) overlaid on its time-reversed counterpart, + ( ). Figure 4c shows that the same SQUID oscillations appear in Ring B, only with a slightly smaller period (consistent with its slightly larger inner radius). The oscillations emerge spontaneously at the onset of superconductivity and continue down to ≪ . More importantly, we find that the patterns are not distorted, despite the substantial variations in ( ) and ( ).
It is worth noting that, unlike the polar Kerr experiments, we find field cooling and zerofield cooling of the samples to yield the same results in our measurements. This, however, is to be expected in mesoscopic structures, where domain walls are strongly pinned to the confined regions in order to lower the free energy of the system (see Supplementary Note 2 and Supplementary Figure 2 for more details). Such pinning mechanism is absent in the polar Kerr experiments, which are performed on bulk crystals [5] .
To demonstrate the robustness of the SQUID behaviour further, in Figs the shape of ( ), where in some cases the peaks can appear to be split or broadened. This is clearly due to a slight difference in the values of ± , which causes the voltage peaks for ± to appear asymmetrically. We observed a similar asymmetry in rings showing the LP effect [20] .
The magnetovoltage and field-dependent ( ) measurements are crucial in resolving an outstanding issue regarding previous reports of unconventional behaviour of Sr2RuO4 rings.
Cai et al. have consistently observed magnetoresistance oscillations with unexpectedly large amplitude [25, 26] , very similar to the data presented in Fig. 5 . The reported magnetoresistance oscillations are also stable over a wide range of temperatures and, in some cases, show small dips around Φ /2 . As Fig. 5 demonstrates, however, the averaged resistance could produce a very similar effect even when there is no splitting of the peaks in the raw magnetovoltage signal.
oscillations in rings with an extrinsic phase. We already mentioned that ChDWs can produce the observed ( ) oscillations by acting as Josephson junctions. This should be contrasted with the fluxoid-periodic behaviour of structures with a partial or full extrinsic phase, characterised by a noticeably broader transition which begins near 3 K (see Fig. 6e and Supplementary Figure 4 ). We recently reported observations of the LP oscillations in such Sr2RuO4 microrings [20] , and here we demonstrate that those are of a fundamentally different nature than the oscillations discussed in this report. For this, we compare the data from Ring A with those of Ring C (Sample B in ref. [20] ), where the transition is considerably broader ( Fig. 6e ). This ring was prepared from a 2-μm thick crystal with a of 1.5 K. After microstructuring, however, the ring was found to have a higher , with its transition already starting at 2.7 K. The magnetotransport measurements reveal that the ring itself is predominantly in the extrinsic phase, introduced by microstructuring (most likely due to a strain induced by FIB milling of the thick crystal). Compared to Rings A (RRR = 238) and B
(RRR = 177), this structure has a smaller residual resistivity ratio RRR = 129. Nevertheless, the value of RRR is still substantial, indicating strong metallicity for Ring C. Figures 6a and b show ( ) for temperatures within the resistive-transitions of Rings A and C (taken 1.67 K and 2.3 K, respectively). In both cases we find fluxoid-periodic oscillations, which we compare with simulated LP oscillations (the red curves).
The change of the transition temperature due to the LP oscillations is given by [28] : Both the period and amplitude of the oscillations for Ring C agree with those of the simulation.
We therefore consider these to be the LP oscillations, driven by variations in . For Ring A, however, the oscillation amplitude is substantially larger than what variations can produce.
Such large-amplitude magnetoresistance is driven by the ( ) oscillations instead. In Figs. 6c and d, we compare the ( ) of both rings at lower temperatures. In contrast to Rings A and B, the SQUID oscillations are completely absent in Ring C. Instead, for all temperature below , we only observe a monotonous decay of ( ). We find the lack of Josephson junctions to be a common characteristic among structures with a dominant extrinsic phase. A further example of this is given in Ring D (Supplementary Note 3 and Supplementary Figure 4 ).
Discussion
Before adopting ChDW scenario as the origin of the observed oscillations, we consider other known mechanisms for oscillations. Firstly, even in a homogeneous loop SQUID-like behaviour may emerge depending on the size of the ring with respective to either the penetration depth or the coherence length . can be modulated by the circulating persistent current , which varies linearly with the flux, and switches its direction at every increment of /2. This mostly results in a sawtooth-like modulation of [31] , which cannot account for non-linear form of the patterns shown in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, the magnitude of is inversely proportional to the kinetic inductance , which depends on the penetration depth ∝ ( ). If the oscillations were driven by circulating currents, their amplitude ∆ would grow larger by lowering the temperature since ∆ ∝ ∝ 1/ ( ) [31] . This is clearly not the case for the Sr2RuO4 rings, where oscillation amplitude is unaffected by temperature (e.g. ∆ ≈ 12 μA at both temperatures shown in Fig. 4a ). SQUID oscillations can also emerge in loops without weak link, if the dimensions are much smaller than ( ) and ( ) [32] . However, this is not applicable to our structures, where the radii and the width of the arms are several times larger than the characteristic length scales for ≪ (e.g. for Ring A, ( ) ∼ 0.07 μm and ( ) ∼ 0.19 μm at = 0.78 K).
Secondly, Cai et al. attributed the large-amplitude magnetoresistance of their Sr2RuO4 rings to current-excited moving vortices [25, 26] . As demonstrated by Berdiyorov et al. [29] , this mechanism can only produce large-amplitude oscillations over a finite temperature range, typically down to ~0.95 (e.g. see Fig. 6b of [29] and Fig. 2 of [30] ). This is not the case for the Sr2RuO4 rings that are in the intrinsic (1.5-K) phase, as the magnetoresistance oscillations appear for all < (see Figs. 5a, b and Fig. 3a in [25] ).
Thirdly, geometrical constrictions (e.g. bridges and nanowires) can serve as Josephson junctions, as long as their dimensions are comparable to . The current-phase relation (CPR) of such junctions is defined by the ratio of ( ) to the length of the weak link . Since ( ) varies with temperature while remains fixed, the CPR of such weak links is strongly temperature dependent. Generally, lowering the temperature transforms the CPR from sinusoidal to a sawtooth-like function, which ultimately turns into multivalued relations once ≳ 3.5 ( ), corresponding to the nucleation of phase-slip centres [33, 34, 35] . The multivalued CPR manifests itself as a hysteretic ( ) relation, which is a well-known characteristic of constriction junctions at ≪ [36, 37] . This is in direct contrast to the ( ) curves of the Sr2RuO4 rings, which show negligible hysteresis for temperatures as low as 0.2 (see Fig. 2c ). Furthermore, the interference patterns taken at over wide range of temperatures show the same overall shape, with characteristically round lobes (Fig. 4 ). This could not be produced by constriction junctions, as the interference pattern would be heavily deformed by the pronounced changes in ( )/ with temperature. In case of ChDWs, however, the length of the junction barrier is determined by the coherence length and therefore has a temperature dependence similar to ( ) . Hence, a ChDW junction can maintain a relatively fixed ( )/ ( ) ratio for different temperatures. This would agree with the lack of hysteresis in our ( ) measurements (Fig. 2c ) and the unperturbed shape of the interference patterns ( Fig. 4) .
Lastly In contrast, for Sr2RuO4 rings with an extrinsic (3-K) phase, the Josephson junctions are entirely absent. Such rings show standard Little-Parks oscillations near , which can be properly modelled, but no critical current oscillations. Our findings suggest that the Josephson junctions are an inherent property of the order parameter, and make a compelling case for the existence of ChDWs in the intrinsic (1.5-K) phase of Sr2RuO4. We should note that our present results formally do not distinguish the type degenerate states responsible for the formation of the junctions; our transport measurements would also be consistent with domain walls of helical states, as well as of spin-singlet chiral states. This work also demonstrates that the combination order parameter simulations with mesoscopic structures can be instrumental in the study of superconducting domains and will, in coming experiments, allow for detailed design and understanding of a system before the actual fabrication.
Methods
Microring fabrication. Sr2RuO4 single crystals were prepared with the floating zone method [21] , and their transition temperature before the sample fabrication was confirmed to be 1.50 K using a compact AC susceptometer [38] in a Quantum Design PPMS.
We crush the crystal into small pieces to obtain thin crystals with the thickness of approximately 1 μm. Although Sr2RuO4 is chemically stable in the ambient condition, we find that small crystals can degrade in the air. Therefore, freshly crushed crystals were used. The crystal is placed on a SrTiO3 substrate, where it is contacted by either gold or silver for transport measurements. For Rings A, C and D, two pads of high-temperature-cure silver paint Simulations. For details of the Ginzburg-Landau simulations we refer to the formalism of [18] , and the additional discussion in the Supplementary information.
Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. The rings were heated up to above 5 K between each magnetic field. Data for panels (b) and (e) are adopted from [20] .
Supplementary Information for
Spontaneous emergence of Josephson junctions in homogeneous rings of single-crystal Sr 2 RuO 4 Supplementary Note 1.
EFFECT OF RING STRUCTURING ON RING A
Here, we compare the effect of ring structuring to its superconductivity. Before the ring structuring, we milled the silver paint with focused ion beam (FIB) to make the four-wire configuration ( Supplementary Figure 1a inset ). Supplementary Figure 1 shows the resistance before/after the ring structuring. The transition temperatures , where the resistance become zero, are not affected by the ring structuring. We note the zero-resistance of (a) is already slightly higher than 1.5 K.
Supplementary / is the GL parameter, with being the London penetration depth. We take for  the in-plane value of bulk SRO ( = 2.6). Eq. (S4) is solved in 3D, taking the sample thickness into account following the Fourier approach described in Ref. [3] .
The boundary conditions imposed on the components of the order parameter assumes specular reflection at the edges. They are obtained from the conditions that ⋅ = 0, and ⋅ = 0, where is a unitary vector normal to the boundary, and is the superconducting current density. For the considered ring geometry of the sample, polar coordinate system is a convenient choice to solve the GL equations. Then, the supercurrent density is calculated by
The GL equations (S3) 
where the matrices ± = ( ± ) 2 ⁄ have been introduced to simplify the notation. which one can use to substitute the kinetic energy densities in the dimensionless form of Eq.
(S2), and subsequently integrate to obtain the reduced free energy expression
where is the dimensionless volume of the sample.
The GL formalisms for chiral p-wave and chiral d-wave superconductors have analogous form, and the discussion here is applicable to both systems.
B. Energetics behind domain-wall formation under mesoscopic confinement
For ring-shaped samples where the internal radius is kept fixed ( = 2) and the external radius ( ) is varied, the energy dependence on rout for a mono-domain state and a chiral domain-wall state (ChDW) is shown in Supplementary Figure 2 . We also show the state with a circular domain-wall, that was predicted in Ref. [4] to be stable in mesoscopic samples, but exhibits much high energy in our case.
In Supplementary Figure 2 the state with one ChDW is the ground state of the system for < 7.7 , and the mono-domain state becomes the ground state for > 7.7 . Bearing in mind the temperature-and thickness-dependence of  in real samples, we considered a range of values from 1 to very large, but the threshold changed by not more than 10% (and we verified that for all the phases reported in Fig. 3d of the main manuscript). This small change in the threshold indicates the robustness of the reported ground states of the samples to magnetic screening (at least in absence of applied magnetic field).
To explain the mechanism behind the domain wall formation in what follows we analyze the contributions to the free energy of the system, using simplified expression of Eq.
(S11). First, we note that the third term of Eq. (S11) has negligible (two orders of magnitude lower) values compared to the other two, in absence of applied magnetic field. Our calculated fields stemming from spontaneous currents, and their energy, are in accordance with earlier analysis of Ref. [5] , for p-wave slabs. Although with weak contribution to total energy, the stray magnetic field of different states in Supplementary Figure 2 can serve as a mean for their identification in scanning-probe experiments. For that reason, we show in Supplementary To understand the physical significance of the remaining two terms in Eq. (S11), we show in Supplementary Figure 2 the To show this directly, in Supplementary Figure 2b we plot the energy differences |Δ | = | − | and |Δ | = | − | as a function of the sample size (outer radius). One can see that while |Δ | is the leading (largest) term in the energy for < 7.7 , the condensation energy difference |Δ | dominates for > 7.7 . In other words, the competition between these two energy terms directly determines the ground state of the system in absence of applied magnetic field. Supplementary Note 4.
EVIDENCE OF DOMAIN WALL RECONFIGURATION
As shown in Fig. 3 of the main text, the Josephson junctions formed at the domain wall can take on a number of stable arrangements, depending on the size of and relative to ( ). Most of these states result in the formation of parallel Josephson junctions in the arms of the ring, which would appear as SQUID oscillations in our transport measurements. Such is the case for Rings A and B, where any one of the simulated states for their given dimensions (1ChDW, 2ChDW and the extended ChDW depending on temperature) would yield similar SQUID oscillations, where the states cannot be distinguished from one another.
To find evidence of alternative domain configurations, we explore left side of the calculated phase diagram in Fig. 3 , using a ring with considerably wider arms (Ring E). The ring dimensions ( = 0.15 μm, = 0.54 μm) are chosen so that a ChDW would be energetically stable for an appreciable temperature range below , but becomes progressively less favourable at lower temperatures as we approach the Meissner state. The results are summarised in Supplementary Figure 5 .
Once again, we observe clear critical current oscillations over a wide temperature range below . However, the supercurrent interference patterns differ significantly from those of Rings A and B. The distinction is perhaps most notable at = 1.35 K, where the centre lobe of the ( ) pattern is twice as wide as the side lobes, and the oscillation amplitude declines with approximately 1/ dependence. As shown in Supplementary Figure 5d , this ( ) shows unambiguously the Fraunhofer pattern, which is considered as the hallmark of the Josephson effect. The observed Fraunhofer pattern serves to establish the presence of intrinsic junctions in our crystal, and hence supporting the existence of superconducting domain walls in Sr2RuO4.
More importantly, the contrast between the Fraunhofer diffraction and the two-channel interference patterns of Rings A and B demonstrates a clear difference in the arrangement of the junctions (i.e. domain walls) based on ring dimensions.
Since a doubly connected superconductor cannot yield a Fraunhofer diffraction by itself (not even if one of the arms contains a weak link), the junction(s) needs to be arranged in series with the loop i.e. at either side of the ring, where it joins the transport leads via the (≈ 0.45 μm wide) "necks". While the walls of Rings A and B are considerably narrower than the leads on each side, arms of Ring E and the leads connected to it are comparable in width. It is therefore reasonable for domain walls to emerge from the constrictions on the sides of the ring rather than its centre. This also suggests that the domain walls are not pinned as strongly as those for Rings A and B. While this particular domain configuration is absent in the phase diagram of Fig. 3 , we attribute this to the finite size of our simulations which do not capture the full effect of the large sections of the crystal connected to each side of the ring.
Also noteworthy is the evolution of the ( ) pattern as we lower the temperature.
Supplementary Figure 5c shows a substantial dampening of the oscillations as we approach the mono-domain (Meissner) state in Fig. 3 . Note that even at = 400 mK, where ( ) ≈ 2 and ( ) ≈ 7, the equilibrium Meissner state still has a slightly higher energy than one with a ChDW.
However, the external magnetic fields applied while measuring ( ) could tip this balance by pushing the domain wall outside our system.
